Troubleshooting Orange Peel

When troubleshooting an orange peel issue, the first thing to check is to make sure you have
sufficient air. Your compressor needs to put out a minimum of 13 cfm for the Finishline gun. (If
you are not using a Finishline or Tekna Pro gun, that may be part of the problem. There are
other guns that will do an excellent job with our products, but many of the consumer grade guns
simply will not atomize it well) Also, make sure to use 3/8” hose and high flow couplers. You
should have a pressure regulator on the wall coming out of the air dryer that is capable of
around 20 cfm and regulate your hose pressure to about 70-80 psi. It has to be well below the
cut in pressure of your compressor so the pressure never varies as the compressor cycles on
and off. At your gun you should have an inline filter first, then the air regulator. With the trigger
pulled on the gun, dial the air pressure to about 30 psi (if using the Finishline gun). If the gauge
at the gun will read 30 psi and hold there with no issues, turn the pressure back down to around
25 psi. Run the fan control knob (top knob on the Finishline) all the way out for max air flow.
Verify that you are using a 1.3 tip if shooting EkoPoly or EkoCrylic. (A larger tip may be used at
times with EkoPrime or EkoPoxy if you want to shoot it at a heavier viscosity, but always paint
with the 1.3) That should take care of your air supply and gun settings. Another potential issue
is viscosity. Mixing 4:1:1 by weight will get you close, but we recommend checking the viscosity
with a viscosity cup. We have those if you need one. They are $25. I like to set the viscosity at
22-23 seconds in the Ford #4 cup. (Make sure to use the one from us because we have run
across other “Ford #4” cups online that have drastically different results. They may even test
the same with water as ours, but be way off with paint. Viscosity cups are a complex subject.)
If you have all of that set up correctly, the next step is technique. Keeping a correct and
consistent gun distance from your work is critical. If it’s too close it will create orange peel or
runs. If it’s too far it will go on dry. 6-8” is the range you are looking for during the wet coat. I
like to be a little farther away on the fog coats since we are wanting a dry finish on those. When
applying fog coats, try not to let the paint flow. You want it to stay a fine sandpaper texture, a
dull matte finish. If it flows and starts to gloss on the fog coat it will generally turn into orange
peel on the wet coat. Better to have more lighter coats if necessary to get it up to color
saturation. Also, allow plenty of time between coats. The videos emphasize timing between
coats, but that is no longer relevant on our second generation paint, EkoPoly Premium, since
the pot life is now 3-5 hours, not 1 hour. Better to wait too long than too soon. Temperature and
humidity will be a big factor in how long you need to wait between coats. Test it with the back of
your finger. When you have very little or no paint transfer, it’s ready for another coat. My
preferred method for a wet coat is to bring it up to almost wet in the first pass, then overlap
about 50% so that the second pass brings it up to a full wet. I find that is easier to stay
consistent and flows nicer than trying to nail it in one pass. Good lighting is very important when
painting. You need to have a low angle light, in other words from the walls not the ceiling.
Being able to see the paint under the gun is very helpful. It is a somewhat fine line on vertical
surfaces between getting enough paint to flow and getting a run. A little practice will help learn
where that line is. If you shoot a practice panel on scrap material, intentionally push it until it
runs so you know where that point is. And remember, if all else fails, you can cut and buff it
really nice. It just takes a little time. We have instructions for that also if you need it. If you
have all of these things right, EkoPoly Premium and EkoCrylic will lay down like glass. If it
doesn’t, something is still not right.

